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Recommended iPad Apps for Educational Purposes
Some of the text below is borrowed in part from the iTunes store for the sake of time but most of it is
in my own words and I do have all of these on my own iPad and would be happy to show them to
anyone who is interested along with others not quite so high brow but still worth a look. -Phil
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iAnnotate PDF: Allows you to download a PDF document and then highlight the
document with a virtual highlighter, underline text, strike through text, take notes,
etc. This means students can do this work without having to print anything out and
allows you to do things with the e-text that you cannot easily do with a laptop or
desktop. Once notes are made the student can email it for further use after they
return the iPad.
Wolfram Alpha: Quick and trusted encyclopedic source of maps, charts, statistics,
etc. from a wide variety of academic topics, especially the sciences. You can quickly
pull bits of data instead of wading through our other reference books, etc. on the
database page or on the shelf.
Philosophy Bites: A philosophy podcast that has been going on for years with
interviews with leading philosophers. I know Tony Doyle is a fan and I think it
brings current philosophical thought to users in a much more immediate way than
any print source. Many of these philosophers are current faculty members at
institutions and their work may be hard to access for non-experts.
Brain Baseline: Interactive game bases assessments used by neuroscientists to
measure memory, attention, and processing speed. These are actual tests you would
take in a laboratory and while students are not qualified to administer the tests to
others it provides a unique insight into the nature of these tests and your own
personal test results.
Psych Explorer: Updated daily with the latest psychology news, blogs, videos and
podcasts. The constant updates would not be possible in any print source and would
be difficult to access in one place anywhere online.
Stats of the Union: Interactive maps of the United States which concentrates on
health matters. The information derives from the Community Health Status
Indicators of the Census Bureau. The maps are amazing, zoomable from a state to a
county level with data on everything from rates of diabetes to single mother births.
The information is available elsewhere, but is nowhere near as easily accessed or
manipulated.
World Factbook: The complete CIA World Factbook. The data is updated once a
month. I realize there are other ways to access it, but the ease of access is important.
World Figures (Economist): App created by The Economist which includes facts
and figures for 190 countries which can then be used to rank countries based on
individual factors such as GDP, rates of literacy, etc.
2010 Census: Allows you to browse population demographic profiles from the 2010
Census. Again, the info is available elsewhere, but this is free and is easier to navigate
in some ways than the web version.
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Diversity in America: Another web put out by the Census Bureau. Interactive maps
of demographic, racial and ethnic diversity in the United States. You can search at a
tract, county or state level.
Human Rights Watch: Human rights news from around the world as well as in
depth reports written by HRW. This information is also available on the web but the
packaging of info here is very well done.
Politico: Again, there is a website, but this app is very well designed and gives you in
depth political analysis which includes blogs and video. It is also non-partisan and
gives a fairly balanced coverage of all sides.
270 to Win: While part of this app is devoted to the upcoming election, its long-term
use comes from interactive maps of electoral history going back to the first
presidential election in 1789. Every election since then is indicated on a map of the
nation, showing how each state voted in each election and who all of the candidates
were.
Politifact: Also a webpage, but, again, the interface is very easy to negotiate.
Provides a “Truth-O-Meter” on assertions made by politicians and political groups.
Again, non-partisan, so Democrats and Republicans both get equal scrutiny.
Congressional Record: App version of the Congressional Record that includes full
content back to 1995. You can perform keyword searches, copy text, and share
documents by email.
MyCongress: Information about members of Congress, allowing you to track their
news, watch videos they release, read their blogs or Twitter feeds, etc. Also a very
easy way to look up your representatives by zip code.
NY Senate: Official App of the Senate: includes information on legislation, meeting
agendas, calendars, voting records, videos.
NYC City Hall: Latest news from the Mayor’s office, including mayoral
announcements. Maintained by the New York City Department of Information
Technology and Telecommunications.
White House: Official White House app, including news from the White House
blog, press releases, photos and videos.
America’s Economy: Another Census Bureau app that includes real time updates
for 16 key economic indicators released by the Census Bureau, Bureau of Labor, and
the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
FastCase: Contains cases and statutes from all 50 states and the federal government.
You can search by citation, keyword or statute collection.
Khan Academy: Educational videos which include accompanying subtitles. While
the content is more middle school-high school it could be an excellent resource for
education students in terms of creative ways to provide content. Bill Gates is a big
supporter of this for what that is worth.
Pocket Body: An app exploring the human body with nine layers of
musculoskeletal, neurovascular and internal organs. Everything is labeled with pins
that you can tap for definitions that are academic in nature. There are also quizzes.
While we obviously have numerous anatomy sources, the images here are
unbelievably sharp even when you zoom and the ability to peel layers from skin to
skeleton with the slide of a finger is very compelling.
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Architizer: Thousands of photographs and descriptions of buildings on a constantly
updated stream added by the architects who design the buildings. Basically an evergrowing portfolio of new architecture from around the world.
Tate/Unilever: A comprehensive and very well designed app covering the Unilever
Series at the Tate Modern Museum in London. Includes 250 HD photos and text by
both artists and curators but the videos are what make this app so unique: very well
produced interviews with the artists invited to participate in this prestigious series.
Catalogue Cezanne, Catalogue Stein, Album Cranach, Album Monet, Cima,
Anish Kapoor: These are all catalogues from exhibitions shown at the Réunion des
Musées Nationaux in Paris. Besides the rich textual content, what makes all of these
unique is the fact that every image in the book can be zoomed into to an incredible
degree, similar to what is available in the Google Art Project. Unlike a print art book,
this zooming aspect allows you to see every brushstroke and stitch of canvas in a way
that no museum guard would allow you to get close enough to see in an actual
museum.
Gagosian: Very good free app from the world’s leading contemporary art gallery.
Besides HD zoomable images, it includes videos from gallery installations.
MoMA Ab Ex New York: Maybe the best show catalog app yet produced. Besides
HD images that you can zoom into, there is biographical information on artists, an
interactive multimedia map of NYC from the time of the AbEx artists showing their
haunts, and excellent videos produced by the curators.
Art Authority for iPad: 55,000 paintings by over 1,000 artists covering the course of
Western Art History: you can search by artist or by movement. While we ArtStor,
this is a pretty impressive compendium that is being used by art history programs in
other colleges around the country.
TED: 1,100 TED talk videos from all of those cutting edge, innovative types.
PBS: A very well designed app that allows you to watch a broad range of PBS
programs, most of them full length and all free.
Podcasts: Hundreds of thousands of podcasts collected in one app, both audio and
video. Searchable by topic.
iTunes U: Free course content from universities and colleges around the world.
Includes both audio of lectures and video for classes where visual content is
significant. Users get access to course materials, including assignments and
documents. Hunter does participate.
iTranslate: More than fifty languages are covered. You can type in a word, a phrase,
or longer texts for quick translations. There is also a voice version that allows you to
speak directly into the iPad microphone for translation. While others who are more
fluent in other languages may find issues with the translations, the ease of getting a
quick translation here is astounding and is not available anywhere else this easily.
Poetry: Produced by the Poetry Foundation. Thousands of poems from both classic
and contemporary poets, many of which include audio files of the poet reading their
works. There is a unique spin function which provides you with random poems
bases on jumbled topics: Joy/Family, Nostalgia/Nature, etc. The access to
contemporary poetry published in the journal as well as the audio readings makes
this unique.
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Shakespeare in Bits: Multimedia versions of several of his plays: Romeo and Juliet,
Macbeth, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hamlet, and Julius Caesar. The entire play
is performed, unabridged, by animated characters while an accompanying text is
highlighted as each line is spoken. Several of the actors are well known and the
performances are oddly compelling given the animation. There is an institutional
package for this app for multiple users.
Sonnets: All 154 of Shakespeare’s sonnets are performed on video by well-known
actors. As they speak the lines of the text are highlighted, similar to Shakespeare in
Bits. The text also allows you to touch words for instant definitions.
Timeline WW2: Sadly, there are not many good history apps to recommend but this
one is the exception. A timeline of 2,000 events from the war is interspersed with
100 newsreels from the time. There are biographical profiles of key individuals and a
documentary on the war in the Pacific. While we have a plethora of WWII material
the newsreels are fascinating.

